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Modelling swell propagation
across the Pacific

Sachini Pathirana, Ian Young* and Alberto Meucci

Department of Infrastructure Engineering, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC, Australia
Ocean wave swell generated in the vicinity of Campbell Island in the Southern

Ocean is tracked along Great Circle paths across the Pacific Ocean. Data from a

wave buoy at Campbell Island provides data on the directional spectrum in the

generation region. The swell is measured at locations along a series of 19 Great

Circle paths across the Pacific using Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT satellite data.

The WAVEWATCH III spectral wave model is used as a diagnostic tool to

investigate the physical processes active in the swell propagation and decay.

The results indicate that present day spectral wave models over-estimate the

decay rate of swell. Although these models contain source terms to represent

swell decay and negative wind input, these terms still largely remain tuning

parameters. The data indicates that further research is required to adequately

represent the observed magnitudes of the swell decay. In addition, the data show

that currents have only a small impact on the observed swell decay and that

islands can have a major impact. Such island impacts are poorly represented by

spectral wave models.

KEYWORDS

Ocean swell, WAVEWATCH III, wave modelling, swell dissipation, sentinel-1 SAR,
negative wind input
1 Introduction

More than 75% of the world’s oceans are believed to be dominated by storm-generated

oceanic swell (Chen et al., 2002; Semedo et al., 2011) and the combination of wind waves

and swell can carry more than half of the energy of all the waves found in the ocean (i.e.

tides, tsunamis and coastal storm surges) (Alves, 2006). This is due to their ability to

propagate great distances with little decay and relatively small impact from local winds

along their propagation paths (Munk, 1947; Barber and Ursell, 1948; Ardhuin et al., 2009;

Portilla, 2012; Babanin and Jiang, 2017; Zaug and Carter, 2021). In a pioneering study,

Snodgrass et al. (1966) conducted field experiments which showed that swell can propagate

across oceanic basins (Pacific) with little decay. Munk et al. (1963) also discussed how swell

propagation occurs with momentum and energy radiating across ocean basins. Whilst the

phase speed of the swell remains greater than the local wind, it is generally assumed that

there is little interaction between winds and the propagating swell (Young and Sobey, 1988;

Young et al., 2013). However, should this difference decrease, swells can reconnect with

local wind along their propagation paths and increase or decrease the energy of the waves
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(Wiegel, 1960; Ardhuin et al., 2009; Babanin et al., 2019). Since the

wave climate of the world’s oceans is significantly dependent on

swell wave conditions, studying the properties and the behavior of

swell is important. Swell plays an important part in transferring

momentum, heat and energy between the atmosphere and the

ocean at the air-sea boundary (Fairall et al., 2003; Hanley et al.,

2010; Semedo et al., 2011; Högström et al., 2012) which is a major

contributor to ocean mixing (Ardhuin et al., 2009; Cavaleri

et al., 2012).

Also, when swell impacts ice regions, it can affect the ice

dynamics and accelerate melting rates by breaking floating ice

(Rapley, 1984; Cathles et al., 2009). It also affects sediment

transport in coastal areas (Jiang et al., 2016a). Just as swell can

define the wave climate, it also potentially can cause detrimental

effects on coastal areas which are considered highly important due

to high population densities living along coastlines of the world

(Amores and Marcos, 2020). The energy in swell can result in

serious coastal hazards such as wave overtopping of sea defenses

and significant wave runup, which can result in coastal flooding and

inundation (Lefèvre, 2008; Hoeke et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2014).

The combination of projected sea level rise and changes in swell

climate may affect beach stability and cause coastal erosion and

nearshore flooding (Harley et al., 2017), as well as placing coastal

construction and facilities at risk (Wang et al., 2016). Coastal and

offshore operations such as dredging, ship to ship loadings and port

and recreational activities can also be impacted due to the regular

monochromatic and long wave properties of swells (Babanin and

Jiang, 2017). Operation of floating facilities, under keel clearance of

LNG carriers, side by side LNG product transfers and fatigue

loadings are some of the activities in the offshore oil and gas

industry that can be affected by inaccurate swell wave predictions

(Williams and Buchan, 2015). Therefore, the ability to predict swell

wave decay, swell arrival times and swell direction accurately can

facilitate enhanced forecasts. A better understanding of potential

changes in wave climate will also allow appropriate actions to

mitigate potential risks and plan construction of coastal

structures, offshore activities and shipping routes (Echevarria

et al., 2019).

Over recent decades, a number of studies have attempted to

understand swell behavior using different approaches. Despite this,

many gaps still remain in this knowledge area (Cavaleri et al., 2007).

The limitations in measurement instrumentation and theoretical

assumptions about the physical processes active in swell decay and

propagation have been some of the main reasons behind the lack of

understanding of swell propagation and decay (Phillips, 1977;

Komen et al., 1994; Tolman and Chalikov, 1996; Rogers et al.,

2003). This lack of understanding has led to poor predictions of

swell heights and swell arrival times which ultimately affects the

accuracy of forecasts and decision-making processes (Rogers, 2002;

Rascle et al., 2008; Stopa et al., 2016c; Babanin et al., 2019).

According to Babanin (2012), the presence or absence of swell is

more vital than swell height and steepness for practical purposes.

One of the main assumptions common in swell studies is the

point source assumption which assumes that swells are generated

and radiate from a point source (storm system) in the deep ocean.

This assumption forms a key element of modelling frequency and
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
angular dispersion of waves propagating from the generation

source. As high latitude storms may have significant spatial

extent, this assumption may not always be valid (Young et al., 2013).

Also, the use of the point source assumption, often means

storms with smaller diameters will be preferentially selected (Jiang

et al., 2016b; Stopa et al., 2016c) and this may limit both the

available data and possibly bias conclusions. Another limitation

identified by Stopa et al. (2016c) was that the point source

assumption matches better with more intense meteorological

events which tend to generate longer wavelength waves, thus

limiting the variability of swell considered.

In addition, when analyzing data using the point source

assumption, data within 4000km from the source point are

generally considered as being in the nearfield where frequency

and angular dispersion and nonlinear interactions dominate

(Ardhuin et al., 2009; Collard et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2016b). As

such, these nearfield data are generally ignored. These kinds of

approaches also do not resolve the full spectrum and assume that

there will not be any interaction between coexisting winds or wave

fields (Alves, 2006).

By design, the point source analysis approach is typically aimed

at determining the magnitude of an empirical decay coefficient

(Ardhuin et al., 2009; Collard et al., 2009), rather than modelling the

physical processes which may be active in swell dissipation/

evolution (Ardhuin et al., 2009; Babanin, 2012).

A potential alternative is to use a full spectral wave model as a

diagnostic tool to model the observed swell decay. The propagation

terms of such a model explicitly include the effects of both

frequency and directional dispersion and do not require the

assumption of a point generation source. In addition, the source

terms of a typical third generation model include physical

representations which account for atmospheric input, nonlinear

wave-wave interactions and white-cap dissipation (WAMDI, 1988;

WW3DG T.W.I.D.G, 2019). Also, such models generally include

specific swell decay terms, which can be tested/optimized to model

the observed swell decay. The importance of wave-current

interactions can also be included in such a model analysis.

Use of a full spectral model as described above has the potential

to include all processes which our present understanding indicates

could influence swell propagation. These processes are: frequency

dispersion, angular spreading (Collard et al., 2009), wind, wind

wave breaking, nonlinear interactions (Snodgrass et al., 1966),

friction at the air-sea interface (Ardhuin et al., 2009), turbulence

(Jiang et al., 2016b), mixing in the upper ocean (Babanin, 2006) and

current interaction.

The aim of this study is to investigate ocean wave swell decay

and the physical processes responsible for this decay using the

WAVEWATCH III (WW3) model as a diagnostic tool. The study

takes advantage of buoy data recently obtained from swell

generation regions in the Southern Ocean (Young et al., 2020),

together with Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) (Khan et al., 2021)

and CFOSAT (Hauser et al., 2021) data acquired along great circle

swell propagation paths from these Southern Ocean generation

sites. The Southern Ocean is considered as it is a major swell

generation region for much of the world’s oceans (Alves, 2006;

Semedo et al., 2011).
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Following this Introduction, Section 2 describes the data

sources used for the study. This is followed by a description of

how swell events were identified and tracked in Section 3 and a

determination of swell decay rates in Section 4. A description of the

WW3 wave model used as the diagnostic analysis tool is presented

in Section 5, followed by the tests performed to understand the

relative importance of the physical processes responsible for the

observed swell propagation and decay in Section 6. Conclusions are

presented in Section 7.
2 Data sources

An extensive dataset of satellite (SAR and CFOSAT), buoy and

numerical model data were used in this study. Each of these data

sources is described below.
2.1 Sentinel-1 SAR

The Sentinel-1 satellites are the first platforms in the

Copernicus program of the Sentinel Collection developed by the

European Commission and the European Space Agency to capture

data used in sea and land monitoring (SUHET, 2013). Sentinel-1, as

used here, consists of two satellites namely, Sentinel-1A and

Sentinel-1B launched in 2014 and 2016, respectively. These

satellites fly in the same polar orbital plane at an altitude of

693 km with an 180° orbital phasing difference, covering the

entire Earth with a 6-day temporal frequency.

Both satellites contain C band (5.405 GHz) Synthetic Aperture

Radar (SAR) instruments. Due to the limitations in the imaging

mechanism, SAR cannot measure the full 2D wave spectrum, with a

high wavenumber cut-off of 150m in the azimuth direction. Waves

shorter than this limit cannot be imaged by the instrument.

Although Sentinel-1 data have their limitations, the directional

spectrum measured represents a valuable dataset, particularly for

swell studies, where the high wavenumber cut off is not a significant

limitation. (Holt et al., 1998; Heimbach and Hasselmann, 2000;

Wang et al., 2016).

The Level 2 (L2) Sentinel 1 product has directional spectra with

a resolution of 60 wave number bins and 72 directions bins of 5

degree spacing. Data were obtained via https://peps.cnes.fr/rocket/

#/home in December 2020.
2.2 CFOSAT

CFOSAT is a mission jointly developed by China and France to

monitor the ocean surface and its interaction with wind and waves

and aimed at improving predictions and existing knowledge of

ocean/atmosphere exchanges (Hauser et al., 2017; Centre National

d’Etudes Spatiales, 2020). CFOSAT consists of a Chinese

scatterometer to measure wind speed and direction and the

French radar SWIM to measure the direction, amplitude and

wavelength of surface waves (Tison and Hauser, 2018). The

SWIM instrument is designed to measure directional ocean wave
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
spectra and consists of a Ku-band real aperture radar with 6 rotating

beam radars at small incidence angles (0° to 10°) (Grelier et al.,

2016). The incidence angles of 6°, 8° and 10° are used for measuring

2D spectra over an image area of 70km by 90km. The resulting slope

spectra of the Level 2 CFOSAT spectrum product is defined on a

grid with directional resolution of 15 degrees and an unequally

spaced wavenumber vector from 0.0126 rad/m to 0.2789 rad/m. The

satellite was launched on 29th October 2018 and has been providing

data at a repeat cycle of 13 days.

The advantage of CFOSAT data over Sentinel-1 data is that the

measured spectra are free from Doppler distortions inherent in the

SAR imaging process, and that it can resolve the wave spectrum to

shorter wavelengths (i.e., less than 150m in wavelength). This is

possible because of the scanning geometry of the real aperture

azimuth radar. However, the limitation with CFOSAT is that the

spectrum is imaged over a relatively large spatial region (70km by

90km) with an along track resolution between images of several tens

of kilometers. In contrast, SAR has a 10 – 20 km along track

resolution (Hauser et al., 2017). CFOSAT data for this study were

accessed via https://aviso-data-center.cnes.fr/in December 2020.
2.3 WAVEWATCH III

In this study we use WAVEWATCH III (WW3) v6.07, which is

a third-generation wave model developed by the US National

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NOAA/NCEP) (Tolman

and Chalikov, 1996; WW3DG T.W.I.D.G, 2019). A global

implementation of the model was used with a regular spatial grid

of 1° resolution over a domain from ± 79.5°. The model spectral

resolution used 52 frequency components and 36 directions (Dq =

10°) (Meucci et al., 2023). The spectral frequencies were discretized

using an increment factor of 1.07 (7% incremental step) from

0.03 Hz to 0.95 Hz. The WW3 model uses a number of different

integrat ion time steps. These were set fol lowing the

recommendations of WW3DG, T.W.I.D.G (2019) as: Maximum

global time step = 2600 s, Maximum CFL time step for x, y = 1300 s,

Maximum CFL time step for k, theta = 1300 s and Minimum source

term time step = 10 s. The “garden sprinkler effect” was addressed

using the default WW3 spatial averaging approach of

Tolman (2002).

The wave related physical processes (source terms) in the model

can be parametrized using a range of packages representing (in deep

water): atmospheric input, nonlinear interactions, white-cap

dissipation and swell decay. The interpretations of the source

term parametrizations that represent the most recent

understanding of wind-wave physical processes are the ST4

(Ardhuin et al., 2010) and the ST6 (Zieger et al., 2015) packages.

Both packages have been shown to model global wave conditions to

relatively high accuracy (Umesh and Behera, 2020; Soran et al.,

2022). For the present application, both packages include processes

to model swell dissipation. ST4 has been found to have regional

biases with overestimations in swell conditions (Stopa et al., 2016a).

According to Bi et al. (2015), the ST4 package has been shown to

provide an accurate representation of overall wave parameters for

open ocean wave systems while the ST6 package can produce better
frontiersin.org
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swell energy variations. In the present analysis both source term

packages have been tested, as they provide different representations

of a number of important physical processes impacting swell.
2.4 Buoys

Satellite data (Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT) can monitor large

spatial regions of an oceanic basin. As such, swell can be tracked

across the full region. In contrast, measurements at a fixed location

are obviously limited by the fact that they are only at that specific

location. They have the advantage, however, that they can monitor

the arrival time of the swell and the change in frequency of the

arriving swell with time, as a result of frequency dispersion. Data

from several moored buoys located across the Pacific Ocean were

utilized to both monitor swell propagation at fixed locations and to

validate the WW3 model performance (Figure 1).

The buoys were located at Campbell Island (Southern Ocean),

American Samoa, Hawaii and Alaska. As shown in Figure 1, these

buoys are approximately located on a Great Circle path from

Campbell Island. This is approximately the same path considered

by Snodgrass et al. (1966).

Table 1 shows the details of each of the buoys including:

location, buoy type, sampling frequency, water depth and period

for which data were extracted. Note that there are a range of
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
buoys near Hawaii which could have been selected for this site.

Examination of data from these buoys indicated that buoys to the

north of the islands (51000, 51001) were clearly influenced by

shadowing. As such, Buoy 51004, which is Southeast of the

islands and open to Southern Ocean swell was selected for

this location.

The combined instruments (Sentinel-1 SAR, CFOSAT and

buoys) provide a unique dataset to study swell propagation across

the Pacific. The buoy located at Campbell Island provides a direct

measure of the directional spectrum at, or close to, the generation

site of the swell. Such Southern Ocean data are extremely rare

(Smith et al., 2021; Young et al., 2020; McComb et al., 2021). The

subsequent buoys on the Great Circle to Alaska provide a useful

insight into the swell propagation, but as identified by Snodgrass

et al. (1966) and as shown below in Figure 2 of Section 3, the

dominant swell propagation path is further to the southeast (from

Campbell Island to Central America). Except for the data from the

Campbell Island buoy, the data from the rest of the buoys were not

used beyond the validation process due to a relatively smaller

number of swell events along this path. To monitor these more

energetic swell pathways, and greatly increase the quantity of data,

the satellite data have been utilized.

The Campbell Island buoy data can be obtained as in McComb

et al. (2021) and data from the other buoys from https://

www.ndbc.noaa.gov/.
FIGURE 1

Selected buoys in the Pacific Ocean (Campbell Island, American Samoa, Hawaii, Alaska). The solid line shows a Great Circle path from Campbell
Island.
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3 Swell event identification
and tracking

3.1 Swell event identification

As detailed in Section 2, a global implementation of the WW3

wave model was run with ERA5 defined wind and sea ice for a

period of 4 years from 2017 – 2020 (Cabral et al., 2022). Initially,

ST6 source term physics was used. Figure 3 shows a comparison of

WW3 and Campbell Island buoy values of significant wave height,

Hs, peak wave period, Tp and peak wave direction, qp for the month

of August, 2018. As seen in the figure, the model reproduces these

bulk parameters in the swell generation region well over this period,

adding confidence that the model is a useful diagnostic tool to

represent the subsequent swell propagation.

Previous studies of swell propagation and decay have generally

observed swell at specific locations and then back propagated along

Great Circle paths to the approximate generation site (Ardhuin

et al., 2009; Collard et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2016b). In the present

case, both buoy and validated WW3 model results are available in

the approximate generation region. Therefore, we rely on these data

to identify swell generation events. Swell events generated in the

region of Campbell Island were selected by identifying storm peaks

withHs equal to or greater than 4m. Both model and buoy data were

used for this purpose, producing similar results, as seen in Figure 3.

Once these high-energy events were identified, a further filtering

was undertaken by selecting events with waves travelling toward

angles between 0°to 180° (nautical convention where angles are

measured clockwise from North and waves are propagating to this

direction) to capture only the events where swell will propagate

across the Pacific Ocean.

For this study, 19 swell paths (Great Circles) equally spaced at 5°

angles were defined covering the Pacific Ocean as shown in Figure 4.

The angle between the peak wave direction of waves at Campbell

Island and the azimuth of each swell path was calculated and if this

angle falls within a wedge of ±5° from a defined swell path, that path

was adopted as the propagation path for the specific event.

Using the above selection method, a total of 708 storms were

identified, with Table 2 showing the distribution of storms for each

year. Not surprisingly, the majority of the storms were found in the

Southern Hemisphere winter months of July – September.
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3.2 Swell energy propagation from the
Campbell Island region

With the assumption that swell energy propagates at its group

velocity, the group velocity, Cg , for the waves at the peak of each

identified storm event at Campbell Island was computed using

linear theory, as in Equation (1)

Cg =
gTp

4p 1

With the computed value of Cg , the energy from each swell

generation event was tracked along its respective swell path. Since

satellite data are available only at discrete times along satellite

ground tracks, it is necessary to identify times when there is a

satellite overpass at the approximate arrival time of the swell. At

500 km intervals along the swell path, a region of 1.5-degree radius

was identified. These locations are shown by the blue dots in

Figure 4. If the computed swell arrival time at the location and a

satellite ground track through the search circle agreed within a

period of ± 1 day, this was considered as an approximate “match

up” between the arriving swell energy and satellite data. This swell

tracking process was undertaken for Sentinel-1A and 1B for the

years 2017 – 2020 and for CFOSAT for the period from Aug 2019 –

Dec 2020.

A swell partition was then applied to both satellite and WW3

model spectra which satisfy the above “match-up” criteria. The

partition was applied by considering only components with a

frequency less than 0.08Hz and a directional wedge ±15° of the

local azimuth of the Great Circle propagation path. The total energy

of this frequency-direction partition was then calculated for both

satellite and WW3 model spectra. As there will be multiple satellite

spectra which satisfy the “match up” criteria for each satellite pass

(i.e., 1.5-degree search radius and ± 1 day search window), the

maximum energy values were selected for the satellite observations.

This is consistent with the aim to identify the arriving swell from the

energy peak observed at the approximate generation region

(Campbell Island). The spectral peak frequency was also

calculated from the partitioned spectra. The spatial and temporal

window adopted (1.5° and ± 1 day) is significantly larger than

typically used for buoy/satellite collocations for altimeter calibration

studies (Ribal and Young, 2019). However, the context is quite

different, as we are here searching for the arrival of a swell peak at
TABLE 1 Details of the buoys used in the study.

Station Name Buoy Type Sampling Frequency Water Depth Data Extraction Period

Campbell Island
(-52.45°, 169.02°)

Triaxys directional wave buoy 4 Hz 147 m Feb 2017 - Dec 2017
Mar 2018 - June 2019
Nov 2019 - Dec 2019

American Samoa
(-14.26°, 189.51°)

Waverider buoy 1.28Hz 55 m Mar 2017 - Apr 2018
Oct 2018 - Dec 2019

Hawaii (51004)
(17.54°, 207.77°)

3-meter foam buoy 2Hz 5278 m Jan 2017 - Dec 2019

Alaska (46066)
(52.76°, 204.99°)

3-meter discus buoy 2Hz 4457 m Jan 2017 - July 2018
Sept 2018 - Dec 2019
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the location. Thus, in addition to the window size, the data selection

is constrained by the search for a swell peak.

As an example, Figure 5 shows time series plots at points along

the Great Circle path number 8 in Figure 4, tracking the values of

peak wave period for the propagation of a swell event directed along

this path. The peak of this storm event was identified at Campbell

Island at 05.00 UTC on Aug 3rd, 2019, with a value of Tp = 14s. The

vertical blue lines show the predicted time of arrival based on the

calculated value of the group velocity (Equation (1)). The solid lines

show the WW3 model values of Tp from the swell partition, as

defined above. Therefore, if the swell arrives at each location at the

predicted time, the local values of Tp   should also be 14s. Values of

Tp   from both Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT are shown as data

points in each of the panels. Note, that for CFOSAT, there are a

range of potential imaged regions that satisfy the above co-location

criteria, represented by the multiple data points at the same co-

location time.

Due to frequency dispersion, the panels typically show a rapid

increase in Tp as the first “fore runners” of swell arrive. The values of

Tp then gradually decrease as higher frequency (smaller Tp)
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
components arrive. Although there is some variability in the

recorded values of satellite data, there is general agreement

between the satellite data and the WW3 model, in terms of values

of Tp. At longer values of propagation distance (greater than

6,000km), the values of Tp   from both the model and satellite

data, at the times of the expected arrival (blue vertical lines) are

larger than the linear propagation model (i.e. Tp >14s). This

suggests that processes other than just propagation at the group

velocity are active in the swell transformation across the Pacific.

The distribution of swell energy from all identified swell events

across the swell paths was calculated using the WW3 modelled

directional spectra and shown in Figure 2. To form the figure, the

energy within the swell partition for each identified swell generation

event, was integrated over all frequencies and directions. This total

energy was then associated with the swell path closest to its peak

wave direction. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the energy totals

formed by summing over all swell events. It is clear that the

principal direction of swell energy propagation is along paths 7, 8

and 9. These paths run from Campbell Island approximately to the

northeast towards Central America.
FIGURE 2

Distribution of swell energy propagating along each of the swell paths from Campbell Island for the years 2017-2020 calculated from WW3
modelled directional spectra.
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4 Swell decay rate calculation
from observations

As noted above, there are two broad processes believed

responsible for the observed reduction, at a measurement

location, of energy for propagating swell. These are the spatial

spreading of wave energy due to frequency dispersion and angular

spreading and decay due to physical processes (Jiang et al., 2016b).
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Collard et al. (2009) and Ardhuin et al. (2010) showed that with

the assumption of a point generation source for the swell, and at a

location distant from this generation source, the frequency

dispersion and spherical spreading can be described by

Es ∝ 1
a sin (a) 2

In Equation (2), Es is the swell energy and a is the angular

distance from the generation source (i.e. a = DX=R = DtCg=R),
FIGURE 3

Comparison of values of significant wave height, Hs , peak wave period, Tp and peak wave direction, qp between buoy and WW3 model (ST6) at

Campbell Island. Data are shown for the month of August 2018.
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where DX is the propagation distance on the Earth’s surface of the

swell over a period of time equal to  Dt at group velocity Cg   on the

Earth of radius R. The a term accounts for the frequency dispersion

and the   sina term for the spherical spreading.

The spatial dissipation rate of swell along a great circle path was

represented by Ardhuin et al. (2009) using Equation (3), where

dissipation rate m is assumed constant.

m =
d(Esa sin a)=da

REsa sin a
3

Ardhuin et al. (2010) showed that the spatial dissipation rate,

  m   can be represented by

Es(ai)ai sinai = Es(a0)a0 sina0e
−Rm(ai−a0) 4
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where Es(ai) is the swell energy at location ai measured along a

Great Circle path and Es(a0) is the swell energy at a reference

location, taken far from the assumed point generation source. This

value has typically been taken as aR = 4000km (Ardhuin et al.,

2010; Jiang et al., 2016b). Equation (4) can be linearized as

ln (Es(ai)
ai sinai
a0 sina0

) = ln (Es(a0)) + R(ai − a0)( − m) 5

Values of m and Es(a0) can be determined from a least squares

fit of Equation (5) to observed values of Es(ai) along a Great

Circle path.

Using the swell selection process described above, at each of the

regularly spaced points (500km intervals) along the Great Circle

paths, values of Es(ai) were calculated from the Sentinel-1 SAR and

CFOSAT directional spectra partitioned in the frequency band of 0

– 0.08 Hz and ±15° in the directional band. The space (1.5-degree

radius circle) and time ( ± 1 day) search intervals, define the

location and time of the arrival of the swell event generated at

Campbell Island. The satellite datasets were searched for

observations within these space/time windows. Multiple satellite

observations typically occur within the search window at each

location along the swell path. Consistent with the fact that the

maximum wave energy of the storm event was selected at Campbell

Island for the swell initiation, the maximum energy case from this

range of values was also taken as the observed satellite swell energy
FIGURE 4

Potential Great Circle swell paths at 5° intervals across the Pacific Ocean from Campbell Island.
TABLE 2 Number of storm peaks identified at Campbell Island for which
swell propagated along the Great Circle paths in Figure 4.

Year No. of Storms

2017 153

2018 180

2019 188

2020 187
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at each location along the Great Circle path. Data at each of the

locations (500km intervals) along the Great Circle path for each

swell event were then used in a least squares curve fit to Equation

(5), and a value of the swell decay coefficient m determined for each

storm event. Data within 4000km of Campbell Island were

excluded, as they are considered to be in the nearfield (see above).

Figure 6 shows the values of the swell decay coefficient as a function

of the significant wave slope at 4,000km for Sentinel-1 SAR and
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
CFOSAT datasets. The significant wave slope is defined as the

significant wave height of the swell, Hss divided by the swell

wavelength, L. The data shown is for all observed swell cases at

Campbell Island, over a range of swell wavelengths, L.

The analysis in Figure 6 was undertaken to demonstrate that the

present data is comparable to previous studies, rather than to define

values of the swell decay coefficient, m. The detailed analysis of the

swell evolution is considered in the following sections, using the
FIGURE 5

Values of peak wave period as a function of time from Sentinel 1-SAR, CFOSAT and WW3 (black solid line) at selected values along Great Circle path
8 for a storm event on Aug 3rd at 05.00 UTC at Campbell Island. The distance from Campbell Island along the Great Circle path is shown by the
number in the upper left of each panel.
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wave model as a diagnostic tool. The present results give consistent

values of m for both Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT, ranging between

± 6� 10−7 m-1. Positive values of m represent decay. Such values

are of similar magnitude to previous studies (Ardhuin et al., 2009;

Collard et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2016b; Stopa et al., 2016c). The data

generally shows values of  m   increase with increasing significant

wave slope. There is, however, significant scatter in the data, with

also negative values of m (amplification). Previous studies have

considered error analyses, showing a range of potential error

sources, including: a 20% deviation in Es (approximately 0:5�
10−7 m-1 for m) due to the storm shape (Collard et al., 2009), errors

in the curve fitting approach of around m = 0:2� 10−7 m-1 (Jiang
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
et al., 2016b) and errors due to the point source assumption of

magnitude m = 0:5� 10−7 m-1 (Ardhuin et al., 2009).

The present analysis does not apply a filtering criterion that the

wind speed along the propagation path must be relatively low (Young

et al., 2013), although the data is partitioned to frequencies less than

0.08Hz, meaning that there will be little wind input for all but the

strongest wind speeds. Two other error sources, which will be

subsequently considered, are current refraction and island sheltering.

The distribution of the values obtained for the Sentinel-1 SAR and

CFOSAT data are shown in Figure 7. As seen in this figure, themean of

both datasets is approximately zero, (i.e., swell both decaying and

amplifying) showing the significant errors in this type of analysis.
BA

FIGURE 6

Swell decay coefficient, m as a function of significant wave slope at 4,000km for (A) Sentinel-1 SAR data and (B) CFOSAT data.
BA

FIGURE 7

Statistical distribution of the swell decay coefficient, m from (A) Sentinel-1 SAR data and (B) CFOSAT data.
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5 Swell modelling with WAVEWATCH
III and standard ST4 and ST6 source
term packages

The calculation of an empirical decay coefficient, such as the

analysis above provides little insight into the physical process

responsible for the observed swell decay. The analysis also relies

on the assumption that the swell is generated from a point source.

Analyzing the data using a spectral wave model, such as WW3,

potentially overcomes these limitations. Such a model can provide

high sampling resolution in space and time and will account for

both frequency and angular dispersion as well as wave current

effects (Liu et al., 2021). In addition, the model can include impacts

such as interaction with local winds, current refraction, and

nonlinear wave-wave interactions, together with explicit source

terms for swell decay.

The WW3 model represents the evolution of the wave action

equation (Equation (6)) in space and time (Komen et al., 1984;

Tolman, 1990)

∂
∂ t N +∇ · _xN + ∂

∂ k
_kN + ∂

∂ q
_qN = Stot

s 6

where N(k, q) is the wave action and s is the radian frequency.

The wave related physical processes impacting the wave action

spectrum, are included as a summation of multiple spectral

functions in the total source term ( Stot = Sin + Sneg + Snl + Sds +

Sswl). Spectral source functions typically included for deep water

conditions are: Sin - atmospheric input from following wind, Sneg -

decay from opposing winds, Snl - non-linear wave-wave

interactions, Sds, white-cap dissipation and Sswl , swell decay

(Komen et al., 1994; Young, 1999). Note that in many

publications it is not uncommon to call the sum Sin + Sneg the

wind input and the sum Sds + Sswl the dissipation. As we are

interested in each of these components in the present application,

we explicitly define each term. The propagation of the spectrum on

the Earth’s surface (terms on left hand side of Equation (6))

accounts for frequency dispersion, lateral spreading and current

refraction (if included), here modelled using a third-order

propagation scheme to reduce numerical dispersion (Wingeart

et al., 2002).

There are a range of source term packages available within the

WW3 model. In the present application, we have investigated both

the ST4 (Ardhuin et al., 2010) and the ST6 (Liu et al., 2021)

packages. These packages are described briefly in the following

sections. In each package, the nonlinear term, Snl is solved using the

Discrete Interaction Approximation (DIA) (Hasselmann

et al., 1985).
5.1 ST4 parametrization

The atmospheric input term in the ST4 source term package is

based on the earlier ST3 version, which parameterizes the air

pressure – wave slope correlation (Miles, 1957; Janssen, 1982) as

proposed by Janssen (1991) and Abdalla and Bidlot (2002).
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Sin(k, q) =
ra
rw

bmax

k 2 eZZ4(
u*
C + za )

2 cosPin (q − qu)sN(k, q) 7

where bmax is a dimensionless constant growth parameter, Pin is

a constant describing the spreading of the atmospheric input, the

terms eZZ4   define the magnitude of the surface stress, k is the von

Karman constant (0.41), ra and rw are the densities of air and

water, respectively, u* is the wind friction velocity, qu is the wind

direction, N(k, q) is the wave action spectrum which is a function of

wavenumber and direction and za is a wave age tuning parameter.

The ST3 package also included a term to potentially account for

linear dissipation of swell (Janssen, 2004).

Sswl(k, q) = 2s1k
ra
rw
(
u*
C )2½cos (q − qu) − kC

u* log (kz0)
� 8

where z0 is a roughness length, z0 ≈ 0:01 m. The value s1   is set

to 1 if damping is to be included and 0 otherwise and C is the wave

phase speed. The physical basis of Equation (8) is not clear and it

seems to be intended to be a combination of swell dissipation and

negative wind input.

The ST4 package (Ardhuin et al., 2010; Rascle and Ardhuin,

2013; Stopa et al., 2016b; Stopa, 2018) applies a reduction to u* in

Equation (7) to balance changes made to the dissipation term, Sds
used. In this package, the input is limited only to spectral

components with a positive input (i.e., not opposing wind decay).

In contrast to Equation 8, the swell dissipation term in the ST4

package is formulated as the summation of a linear viscous, Sswl,vis,

and a turbulent, Sswl,tur term (Ardhuin et al., 2009)

Sswl(k, q) = rvisSswl,vis(k, q) + rturSswl,tur(k, q) 9

where rvis and rtur are empirical weighting terms. As

summarized by Young et al. (2013) flow within the air above

waves is almost always turbulent and hence the turbulent term in

Equation (9) dominates. The turbulent term is given by (Ardhuin

et al., 2009) as

Sswl,tur(k, q) = − ra
rw

16fes 2uorb,s=g
� �

N(k, q) 10

where uorb,s is the significant orbital velocity and Ardhuin et al.

(2009) report the decay coefficient − 0:001 < fe < 0:019 based on

SAR observations of swell decay. In comparisons of model results

with observations, it was found that the model tended to

underestimate large swells and overestimate small swells

(WW3DG, T.W.I.D.G 2019). To correct this, the decay coefficient

was represented as a function of wind speed and direction.

fe = s1fe,GM + ½ s3j j + s2 cos (q − qu)�u*=uorb,s 11

where fe,GM is the friction factor given by the theory of Grant

and Madsen (1979) and s1 , s2   and s3   are tuning parameters.

Although parameterizations such as Equation (11) may

enhance model performance, they, coupled with the tuning

parameters in Equation (9) effectively mean that the swell decay

term, Sswl is largely reduced to a tuning parameter to optimize

model performance. In addition, the inclusion of a dependence on

wind speed in Equation 11 means that this “swell dissipation” term

can also include some impact of negative wind input for

opposing winds.
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5.2 ST6 parametrization

The atmospheric input term in the ST6 package is based on field

measurements of wave-induced pressure over waves conducted at

Lake George, Australia (Donelan et al., 2005; Young et al., 2005;

Donelan et al., 2006). These experiments highlighted a number of

processes, contributing to Sin, not previously considered, including:

(i) air flow separation over steep waves, (ii) dependence of wave

steepness and (iii) enhanced atmospheric input in the presence of

wave breaking. The ST6 atmospheric input term takes the form:

Sin(k, q) =
ra
rw
sg (k, q)N(k, q) 12

where

g (k, q) =  a  G
ffiffiffiffiffi
Bn

p
W 13

G = 2:8 − ½1 + tanh (10
ffiffiffiffiffi
Bn

p
W − 11)� 14

Bn = A(k)N(k)sk3 15

W = ½usC · cos(q − qw) − 1�2 16

In the above, Bn is the spectral saturation, which is a measure of

wave steepness; A(k) is the inverse of the spectral narrowness

(Babanin and Soloviev, 1987) and us is a scaling wind speed.

Following Komen et al. (1994) and Rogers et al. (2012); Liu et al.

(2019) adopted us = 32u* . The wind growth coefficient a is equal to

1 for following winds or set to   −a0 for opposing winds.

Wave decay in opposing winds (negative wind input, Sneg) is not

well understood, either theoretically or experimentally. There have

been no field measurements of the active processes and only limited

laboratory studies (Young and Sobey, 1985; Donelan, 1999). The

ST6 package adopts the formulation proposed by Donelan (1999),

that is, the same representation as for following wind (Equation

(12)), but with a value for a0 ≈ 0:09 in Equation (13) (Liu et al.,

2019). That is, Sneg is approximately 10% of Sin for the same wind.

The laboratory data supports the conclusion that   a0 ≪ 1 and the

value of 0.05 was proposed by Liu et al. (2019) by model tuning

against measured buoy data.

Swell dissipation in the ST6 package follows the approach of

Babanin (2011) and Young et al. (2013) and takes the form

Sswl(k, q) = − 2
3 b1

ffiffiffiffiffi
Bn

p
N(k, q) 17

where the term b1 is wave steepness dependent

b1 =
B1Hskp

2
18

By tuning model performance against buoy and altimeter

observations, Liu et al. (2019) obtained B1 ≈ 0:0041.

As noted above, the ST6 package includes an explicit negative

wind input term, through opposing winds in Equation 12. For the

case of swell propagation through regions of near zero winds, the

form of Equation 16, means there will be decay due the negative
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
relative wind speed. In contrast, the form of Equation 11, means

there will be approximately no comparable negative wind input for

ST4 in such a case. Therefore, one might assume that negative wind

input would be larger in ST6 than ST4 for swell propagation.
5.3 Initial WW3 model runs

Initially, the WW3 model was run for both the standard ST4

and ST6 source term packages, as specified below, for a period of 4

years from 2017 to 2020.

The ST6 package has few “tunable” parameters. One such

parameter is the CDFAC term, which scales the wind input. This

was chosen as CDFAC=1.0, which was the original calibration

factor of ST6 with CFSR winds. Both a0 and B1 were set at their

default values: a0 = 0:09 and B1 = 0:0041. Two simulations were

performed: one with the model forced with ERA5 winds and ERA5

sea ice, and the second with the same ERA5 wind and sea ice but

with the inclusion of COPERNICUS-GLOBCURRENT currents

(https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/product-detai l/

MULTIOBS_GLO_PHY_REP_015_004/INFORMATION). A

regular, 1 degree resolution grid, covering the region 79.50 N to

79.50 S was used. A model “spin up” of one month was used and

data were output hourly.

A model run with the ST4 package (TEST471) was also

undertaken with currents added for the same model setup. The

following parameters were set in TEST471: bmax = 1:43, Pin = 2,  

s1 = 0:660, s2 = -0.018 and s3 = 0.022 (WW3DG, T.W.I.D.G 2019).

Figure 8 shows the time series of significant wave height, Hs, at

Campbell Island for the wave buoy and the two ST6 model

simulations (with and without currents) for October 2018.

The model results are in good agreement with the buoy data and

the addition of currents make only a very small difference in model

performance compared to the buoy. Absolute values of bias with

and without currents are less than 4%. Although currents may not

have a significant impact at Campbell Island, subsequent swell

propagation from this location may be more impacted by current

refraction. Subsequent tests (see Figure 9), however, showed that

current effects also do not have a significant impact on the

swell propagation.

Figure 10 shows the time series of significant wave height at

Campbell Island for October 2018 for the buoy and the ST4 and ST6

runs, both with the inclusion of currents.

The results in Figure 10, indicate that both source term

packages reproduce the significant wave height at Campbell

Island well. However, the ST4 package shows greater skill in

reproducing the wave height peaks, suggesting that either: it

models the physics more adequately, it is better calibrated or the

process it uses to determine the wind forcing, u* performs better.

Such a comparison cannot determine which of these processes is

most important. The key finding for the present context, however, is

that both source term packages adequately model wave conditions

in the swell generation region of interest for the present application.
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5.4 Validation of WAVEWATCH III model
against observational data

The results in Figures 8, 10 show the performance of the model

in reproducing significant wave height in the swell generation

region around Campbell Island. However, these results do not

validate model performance in terms of swell propagation across

the Pacific.

As described in Section 3, for each of the swell generation events

identified at Campbell Island, the times of arrival at the specified

locations along the Great Circle paths (see Figure 4) were

determined within an arrival window of ±1 day. Sentinel-1 SAR

and CFOSAT passes through a 1.5 deg radius region around each of

these locations were defined and the satellite passes through these

regions extracted. Model data were compared to satellite data that

met these time/space windows to validate model performance

across the Pacific.

Due to its imaging mechanism, SAR cannot resolve wavelengths

shorter than 150m. Therefore, integration of the SAR spectrum will

underestimate the true significant wave height (i.e., energy at higher

frequencies is not considered) (Khan et al., 2021). Therefore, we

term the wave height obtained from integration of the SAR

spectrum as the “SAR wave height”. To obtain comparable results

from the WW3 model for validation purposes, the WW3 spectra
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
were integrated over the bandwidth from 0 Hz to the high-

frequency SAR cutoff-wavelength. In the case of CFOSAT, data of

the 10-degree incidence angle beam were selected as it has been

shown to produce the most reliable results (Hauser et al., 2021; Le

Merle et al., 2021). For the comparison with CFOSAT, the full

directional spectra of both CFOSAT andWW3 were used as there is

no, high-frequency imaging issue in the CFOSAT instrument. The

frequency range of CFOSAT was 0.06Hz – 0.26Hz, while for the

WW3 model the range was 0.03Hz - 0.95Hz.

Figure 11 shows reasonable agreement between the WW3 ST6

model and both Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT, with normalized

biases of -15.1% and -13.8%, respectively (i.e., model is less than

satellite data). At Campbell Island (Figure 8), the ST6 model

showed a normalized bias (over the same period) of -2%.

The comparison between the Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT satellite

data and the ST4 model is shown in Figure 12 for the same data period

as Figure 11. Again, there is a negative bias, of magnitude -10.1% for

Sentinel-1 SAR and -9.03% for CFOSAT. Hence, the two source term

packages perform similarly, and both appear to underestimate

significant wave heights across the Pacific during swell events. Note

that as these validation results consider the full available frequency

ranges of both satellite instruments, the observed differences cannot be

attributed to swell propagation alone. Local wind forcing may also play

a role in the observed negative bias.
FIGURE 8

Significant wave height at Campbell Island for October 2018. The figure shows buoy data, together with WW3 ST6 results with and without the
inclusion of currents.
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5.5 Swell modelling performance

The WAVEWATCH III model performance, in terms of swell

propagation, was analyzed by calculating the normalized bias of the

model relative to the observed wave heights from the respective

satellites along each propagation path (Equation (19)). Initially,
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data were filtered such that only spectral components less than

0.08Hz (swell components) and within ± 150 of the azimuth of the

Great Circle path (components propagating along this swell path)

were considered. However, the directional filtering resulted in very

large values of bias, due to the different directional spreading

between model and satellite data. It is well known that the
BA

FIGURE 9

Relative normalized bias (Biasn(i)�Biasn(1)) for the original ST6 source term package for Sentinel-1 SAR (A) with currents and (B) without currents.
The size and color of the markers are proportional to the values of the relative normalized bias.
FIGURE 10

Significant wave height at Campbell Island for October 2018. The figure shows buoy data, together with WW3 results from ST6 and ST4 source term
packages.
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discrete interaction approximation to the nonlinear source term in

the WW3 model results in excessively broad directional spreading

(Zieger et al., 2015). As a result, the directional filtering was not

subsequently used. Rather, we take the mean direction of the model

at Campbell Island and assume the energy propagates along the

Great Circle path closest to this direction (i.e., ± 5°). The full energy

of the waves at Campbell Island is assumed to propagate along the

path with no directional filtering. Similarly, the full directional

spread of both model and satellite data is considered at each

matchup location/time. This means that it is possible for some

energy to arrive at locations being considered which did not

originate at Campbell Island and propagate along the Great Circle

path under consideration. Also, as Sentinel-1 SAR data does not

capture higher frequency components, the cutoff wavelength value

from Sentinel-1 SAR was again applied to WW3 directional spectra

for the comparisons. However, as the data are filtered to retain only

components for f < 0:08 Hz, this second frequency filtering has

insignificant impact. We term this filtered energy, swell energy,
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and its resulting wave height the swell significant wave

height, Hss = 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiZ 3600

q=00

Z 0:08Hz

f =0Hz
E(f , q)dfdq

s
. The normalized bias of these swell

components thus becomes

BiasN = oN
i=1

½Hss(model)−Hss(satellite)�
oN

i=1
½Hss(satellite)� 19

where N is the number of observations.

The normalized bias was calculated at each of the locations along

the 19 Great Circle paths (separated by 500km) from Campbell

Island. In order to understand the trend in the bias along each

propagation path, the values of normalized bias, BiasN (1) at point 1

(500km from Campbell Island, see Figure 4) were subtracted from the

remainder of the points along that Great Circle path. The results for

the original ST6 source term package are shown in Figure 9 for the 19

swell paths for Sentinel-1 SAR for cases both with and without

currents. For visual interpretation, both the size and the color of the

markers in Figure 9 are varied according to the magnitude of the

relative bias, BiasN (i) − BiasN (1).
BA

FIGURE 12

Validation of WW3 ST4 wave height against Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT for all the swell paths across the Pacific (Figure 4). (A) SAR wave height
versus WW3 wave height determined over the same frequency range (B) CFOSAT significant wave height versus WW3 significant wave height.
BA

FIGURE 11

Validation of WW3 ST6 wave height against Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT 10° beam for all the swell paths across the Pacific (Figure 4). (A) SAR wave
height versus WW3 wave height determined over the same frequency range (B) CFOSAT significant wave height versus WW3 significant wave height.
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The vast majority of the points across the Pacific Ocean have a

negative bias, which increases in magnitude with distance along the

swell propagation path. This suggests that the model dissipates

more energy than indicated by the satellite (SAR) data. The study by

Stopa et al. (2016a) also saw a stronger dissipation of swells far away

from storms. The negative bias along swell paths 5 to 7 (see

Figure 4) increase significantly in magnitude and then decrease in

the central Pacific. The region in the central South Pacific where

there is this apparent discontinuity in the normalized bias,

corresponds with the location of South Pacific islands. Also, the

impact of the Galapagos Islands is seen for the final few points of

swell path 14. These final points close to the coastal regions of North

and South America also show an increase in the magnitude of the

relative normalized bias. These results generally indicate that the

swell decay in the WW3 model with the ST6 source term package is

larger than indicated by the satellite data. In order to model such

small islands, we adopted the default sub-grid scale blocking

approach of Chawla and Tolman (2008) in WW3. An alternative

explicit source term for such unresolved obstacles has been

proposed by Mentaschi et al. (2018). Further investigation of

island impacts was beyond the scope of the present work and not

considered further.

In addition, in the presence of islands, the model also dissipates

more energy than indicated by the satellite data. An examination of

Figures 9A, B indicates that currents have little impact on the

magnitude of the swell decay across the Pacific.

It is noticeable that for the swell paths to the south (paths 17, 18,

19), the values of relative swell bias are much closer to zero,

indicating the model and observations are in better agreement.

These regions remain in the strong wind belts of the Southern

Ocean/Southern Pacific, where it is likely that the frequency bands

under consideration (0 to 0.08Hz) are still receiving energy from the

local (strong) winds. Therefore, these swell paths are more likely

responding to the impacts of all source terms, not simply swell

decay. As we know the model performs well at Campbell Island, it is

not surprising that these paths also agree well with the satellite data

(Bi et al., 2015).
6 Optimization of WAVEWATCH III
ST6 source term package

6.1 WAVEWATCH III test runs

The above results show that the ST4 and ST6 source term

packages have similar performance. As seen in the formulations in

Equations (7) to (18), ST6 has a clearer separation of the physical

processes of swell decay and negative wind input. In contrast, ST4

includes terms which can be considered negative wind input as part

of the swell decay. Due to the clearer descriptions of these separate

processes in ST6, we select this package for further analysis.

The results in Figure 9 indicate that there are significant

differences in terms of normalized bias between the ST6 WW3

model and observed swell propagation across the Pacific. In order to

understand the reasons for these differences and to potentially
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improve model performance, a series of three tests were

undertaken. Each test was designed to investigate elements of the

model physics and to understand sensitivity to individual processes

in the predicted swell propagation. It should be noted that, the

intention here is to explore the physical processes active and not to

“tune” the model. It is likely that optimization of the swell decay

using the approach/data available here, without subsequent global

tuning, would actually result in poorer overall global model

performance. As shown by Liu et al. (2019), model tuning

requires careful consideration of the interaction of different

source terms.

6.1.1 Test 1: Scaling coefficient in the swell
dissipation term

As the results in Figure 9 appear to indicate there is excessive

swell dissipation in the WW3 ST6 model, the first test involved a

reduction (halving) of the value of the scaling coefficient B1 in

Equation (18). The original value of B1 in the ST6 configuration was

0.0041 (Liu et al., 2019) and for this initial trial, the value was

reduced to 0.00205. Such a reduction can be expected to reduce the

overall swell dissipation and hence reduce the magnitude of the

values of normalized bias.

6.1.2 Test 2: Exponent of the wave steepness
term in the swell dissipation formulation

Zieger et al. (2015) and Liu et al. (2019) assumed that the b1
term in Sswl (Equation (17)) is a function of wave steepness. This is a

reasonable assumption but there is little theory to support the

assumption. In the absence of further information, it was assumed

that the dependence was linear (Equation (18)) (Liu et al., 2019).

Examination of Figure 9 indicates that the magnitude of the

negative bias increases with swell propagation distance across the

Pacific. As the swell steepness is always less than one and will

decrease with propagation distance (period constant but wave

height decreases), the effective swell dissipation could be

decreased as a function of propagation distance by raising the

steepness dependence to a higher power.

b1 = B1½Hskp
2 �n 20

In the original ST6 formulation of Zieger et al. (2015) such a

form was utilized with n = 2. For this test, we have investigated this

squared dependence.
6.1.3 Test 3: Change in the negative wind input
The negative wind input term in the ST6 source term package

also has an impact on swell dissipation. For the case of zero wind,

the term (us=C − 1) in Equation (16) becomes negative, resulting in

swell decay. To investigate the magnitude of such decay, we have

considered the relative magnitudes of the swell dissipation term, Sswl
and the negative wind input, Sneg at each location along swell

propagation path 8 (see Figure 4). Figure 13 shows the average

values of Sswl and Sneg over the 4-year data period. Each sub-plot

relates to locations separated by 1,000km along the great circle path

(every second point shown). It is evident from Figure 13 that at the
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beginning of the path, both the swell dissipation and the negative

wind input are of similar magnitude and hence both play a

significant role. Both terms are negative, as the waves are

propagating faster than any local wind. But as waves propagate

along the swell path and the steepness decreases, the relative

magnitude of jSneg j increases. By Point 4 (2,000km), the

magnitude of the negative wind input exceeds the swell

dissipation ( jSswlj < jSneg j). At long propagation distances, the

negative wind input becomes an order of magnitude larger than

the total dissipation ( jSswlj ≪ jSneg j). This indicates that the

negative wind input plays a significantly larger role than the swell

dissipation for distances larger than approximately 5,000km.

Noting the relative magnitudes of Sneg and Sswl , a further test

was undertaken with the negative input scaling coefficient, a0 in
Frontiers in Marine Science 17
Equation (13) reduced to a value of 0.05, approximately half its

original value.
6.2 Test run results

Figure 14 shows values of the relative normalized bias along

each swell path for the original ST6 formulation, the three test runs

discussed in Section 6.1 and the standard ST4 run. The color and

the size of the markers are proportional to the relative normalized

bias values. Note that each of these changes to the source terms will

have some impact on the model performance at Campbell Island

and no attempt has been made to re-tune the model at this location.

Rather, as we use the relative normalized bias by subtracting values
FIGURE 13

The relative magnitudes of the swell dissipation term, Sswl and the negative wind input (Sneg) averaged over the 4-year period for swell path 8. Each

subplot relates to points spaced 1,000 km (every second point) apart along the swell path (see Figure 4). The units of the source terms are [m2/rad].
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of the bias at point 1 along each great circle, these differences in the

swell generation region are removed.

As can be seen from Figure 14, the ST6 and ST4 source term

package results are very similar. This is perhaps, not surprising, as

both models have been tuned against buoy and altimeter data to

model the overall significant wave height optimally. Neither

package, however, was tuned to optimally model the swell portion

of the spectrum, as investigated here. Therefore, the relatively large

biases reported here are not just an artifact of the ST6 package.

Test 1 halved the value of B1 in the swell dissipation term, Sswl ,

and, as seen in Figure 14B, this results in only a relatively small

reduction in the relative normalized bias values along each path. In

Test 2, the dependence on wave steepness was increased by

including a squared dependence on wave slope in swell

dissipation term, Sswl . As expected (Figure 14C), this further

reduces the bias values, with a greater reduction at longer swell

propagation distances. In Test 3, the value of a0 was reduced to 0.05

in the negative wind input term, Sneg . This change has the largest

impact (Figure 14D), with values of bias being significantly reduced

at all points except those in the vicinity of the central Pacific Islands

and close to the shoreline of Central and South America.

Figure 15 shows the relative normalized bias for the five cases

considered along swell path 14, which travels south of the Pacific

Islands towards Central America. The original ST6 run has less bias

compared to ST4 at shorter propagation distances but larger bias at

longer propagation distances. As noted above, this is probably a

result of the stronger negative wind input term in the ST6 package.
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As noted in Figure 14, the absolute values of bias gradually decrease

for Test cases 1 and 2, respectively. Test 3, which reduces the

negative wind input has the most significant impact, resulting in a

flatter bias relationship, which reaches a magnitude of

approximately 7% at the longest propagation distances (approx.

8,500km). The bias becomes very large close to the coast of Central

and South America. The reason for this is not clear but appears to

be a result of either finite depth influences or winds in the region not

resolved adequately by the global model and potentially corrupting

the swell data.

As a convenient summary diagnostic, the slope of the relative

normalized bias as a function of distance (units percent/1000km)

for each of the 19 swell paths was calculated for each of the test

cases. These values are shown in Table 3. Due to the impact of the

coastlines and islands such as Galapagos for points 18 - 20, the

slope of each path was calculated over points 1 – 17. The

individual slope values for each swell path and the average slope

value for each scenario clearly show the relative impact of each

test, with Tests 1 and 2 not showing any significant improvement

in the performance of the model in reproducing the observed swell

decay. The largest improvement, however, occurs in Test 3, as a

result of the reduction in the negative wind input. These results

suggest that this term in the ST6 package requires further

consideration. The results also clearly show that both swell

decay and negative wind input terms in contemporary wave

models are largely “tuning” terms and, when compared to data

of swell decay show significant bias.
B C

D E

A

FIGURE 14

Values of relative normalized bias along the 19 Great Circle swell paths for the 5 cases of: (A) Original ST6 case, (B) Test 1 - halved value of B1 in the
swell dissipation term, Sswl , (C) Test 2 - dependence on wave steepness squared in swell dissipation term, Sswl , (D) Test 3 - value of a0 reduced to
0.05 in negative wind term, Sneg, (E) Standard ST4 run.
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In the ST6 package, the negative wind input ( a0) and the swell

coefficient ( B1) have been balanced to obtain an acceptable overall

bias and RMS error (Zieger et al., 2015). Although global model

validations (Liu et al., 2021) indicate that this works well in

predicting overall bulk parameters, such as Hs and Tp, the above

results indicate that the model package does not optimally model

swell decay. The same conclusion holds for the ST4 package.
7 Conclusions

In this study, swells generated in the region of Campbell Island

in the Southern Ocean and propagating across the Pacific Ocean for

the years 2017 – 2020 were studied. Observational data collected

through the Sentinel-1 SAR and CFOSAT satellites, in-situ buoy

networks and model simulated data from the WAVEWATCH III

model were utilized as data sources to determine the magnitude of

swell decay.

A new methodology was introduced to identify and track

Southern Ocean storm swell events. This was done by selecting

peaks in the significant wave height measured and modelled at
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Campbell Island and filtering the events based on mean wave

direction, to select cases where the swell generated, propagated

across the Pacific Ocean. The swell tracking was achieved by

partitioning the spectra in the frequency band 0 – 0.08Hz and

propagating the swell from these events along Great Circle paths.

Related data for each storm event were extracted from the Sentinel-

1 SAR, CFOSAT and WAVEWATCH III datasets, assuming that

the swells propagate at their respective group velocities. Comparing

the results extracted from each dataset along the selected Great

Circle paths showed that the swell tracking method is able to

successfully identify swell events and track them along their

propagation paths.

The swell decay coefficients calculated from the relationship

proposed by Jiang et al. (2016b) for the Sentinel-1 SAR and

CFOSAT dataset lie in the same range as previous studies

(Ardhuin et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2016b; Stopa et al., 2016c). The

magnitude of the decay coefficient was shown to increase with the

wave steepness which implies that steep swell decay at a faster rate.

In order to investigate the physical processes active in the

observed swell decay, the WAVEWATCH III model was used as

a diagnostic tool. The model was investigated for both ST6 and ST4
FIGURE 15

Relative normalized bias for the various tests (Original, ST6, Tests 1 to 3 and ST4) along swell path 14. The slope values for each test were calculated
over points 1 to 17.
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source term packages. Both packages produced very similar results,

although both showed a strong negative bias for swell, the bias

increasing with propagation distance. This indicated that in their

present form, such global models appear to dissipate swell too

strongly. A series of tests were performed with the ST6 package in

an attempt to understand the key processes responsible for the

observed dissipation. Tests in which the overall magnitude and

dependence on swell steepness of the swell dissipation term, Sswl
were altered, had only a small impact on the performance and these

changes did not remove the model bias, which increases in

magnitude with propagation distance. A further test showed that

the negative wind input term, Sneg has a significant impact on swell

dissipation in the ST6 source term package. In fact, at propagation

distances greater than approximately 5,000km, this term is actually

larger than the swell dissipation term, Sswl .

The observed bias in the swell energy within both ST4 and ST6

source term packages, occurs despite the fact that they have been

tuned to reproduce observed significant wave height from buoys

and altimeters. Thus, the overall Hs may have little bias but the

lower frequency swell components are not represented well. There

appears to be no simple remedy to these differences and further
Frontiers in Marine Science 20
research is required to better understand the magnitudes of both

Sswl and Sneg . These deficiencies explain why swell prediction in such

models continues to remain problematic.

The tests also investigated the impact of currents on swell

propagation, with the results indicating currents have only a

small effect compared to other physical processes. The results also

indicated that the Pacific islands have a large impact on swell

propagation which is not well represented by the WW3 sub-grid

scale blocking approach.
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